
Block # Address After watching/attending the Town Hall on May 4th, 2022, what specific questions, concerns, or comments do you have about this proposed development? Please note, this feedback form will be shared with the development team and their attorney, Rolando Acosta.Knowing now the development is unlikely to change in height and aesthetic at this point, what changes would you like to see, if any? W hat opportunities or "pluses" does this create for the community? W hat disadvantages does it pose? How would you describe your position on this proposal? If "other", tell us more.

700 W Bittersweet Place I’m concerned how this will affect the already limited parking and create more congested traffic on Bittersweet Place. Bittersweet Place is already a crowded enough street with far too much traffic during pickup and drop off times from Disney School.  Eliminating the only large parking lot accessible to this street and replacing it with a high rise will create even more traffic on this crowded one way street and will make the permitted street parking even more difficult to find.  Not to mention the detriments this will have to the American Islamic College and other organizations that use their buildings space. Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

700 W Bittersweet Place My concerns regard the community engagement process! There’s no reason for this to have been dragged on for so long, and the town hall format amplifies the most exclusionary voices and limits opportunity for other opinions. Really disheartened by the tone, rhetoric, and falsehoods I heard from my neighbors, and the fact that this development has been held up for so long as a consequence. Nope Plus: it turns a surface parking lot into housing opportunities for people from a variety of socioeconomic backgrounds in a desirable location that is transit served and proximate to a variety of opportunities. Strongly Support. It is a clear benefit to this community.

4200 N Marine Drive Why can't the Immaculata school be redeveloped into luxury apartments without wedging a 27-story residential building into the middle of the site on the small parking lot there now? Changes that will ensure the redevelopment will not add to overcrowding in the area. Renovation of the school building, which is architecturally striking, is a plus.  Shoe-horning a 27-story senior living center in the middle of the site has no advantages for the neighborhood.  There will be less parking, more traffic tie-ups at Marine and Irving, and a general atmosphere that the area is too crowded.Oppose. There are many pros and cons, but overall it is NOT worth it.

1700 W. Cullom Avenue Will the Montessori school stay? I hate to see another school go to condos. Proud Buena Park resident and Chicago Montessori school founder!  Thanks for all you do.

4100 N Kenmore I am concerned the association may hamper the ability of builders to build what they want on land they own. None Nothing but pluses.  Development is an unadulterated good Strongly Support. It is a clear benefit to this community.

3950 lake shore drive I feel they avoid answering the questions so none Take it to another corner Wind, traffic, blocking views, overpopulation- no positives whatsoever Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

4170 North Marine Drive I was not present Strongly Support. It is a clear benefit to this community.

700 W. Buena Avenue The Marine Drive access point to the site should be one-way and should be used for site EGRESS only. See above The neighborhood needs quality senior living housing, and the affordable units the project will include are also much needed in the neighborhood. Strongly Support. It is a clear benefit to this community.

4300 n. marine dr. Both height and density are  critical features here... both which are entirely inappropriate as presented in this design...please do not call on me for my opinions if these things are a done deal. This is the first email I  have received 

directly  regarding  my opinions on this project.

Anyway the 27 stories are way too tall. It will be standing behind a landmarked vertical Prairie style building beautifully accented by its' vertical corner brickwork. The architecture of the tower is as bland in styles as can be and does 

See above. This is also a very dangerous intersection especially for seniors who may wish to cross  Marine or Irving to go to the park. There is no way to address that. I already know a senior who lived on Bittersweet who crossed  that intersection. A car rammed into her. Result...pins in her right leg. Senior residences should not be placed  at busy intersections. It's common sense. If we don't expect more...we don't get more.See above...I oppose over development in my community in all its forms. We should insist on excellent architecture, low density and safety. This plan does none of that. It's only plus is it is an adaptive reuse. But we don't need this plan  for that. As a landmarked building the  original building will have to be adaptive reuse hopefully in a safer, less dense and more aesthetically pleasing way.Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful. Expect more. Get more. See above for specifics

3930 N Pine Grove Ave Concern: the traffic / congestion issue was not adequately addressed.  It is still a major problem. It's ugly.  The first 5 floors don't serve to bridge the original building and the proposed one.  It's a mishmash of styles and materials. Disadvantage:  congestion.

Pluses:  none
Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

600 bittersweet Blocking light from backyard, parking, traffic, ambulance traffic, noise Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

3930 Pine Grove Ave Why can’t they come up w a smaller plan.  Similar to 4600 Marine drive?  They seem to not listen to feed back at all.  They keep changing the height as if we don’t realize it’s back where it started. Well the height and scale for that space is a bit hard to swallow at that corner. At this point I don’t see pluses.  The residents are not likely to increase a demand for additional restaurants and services since it is assisted and memory care.  It will likely only stress out infrastructure and traffic despite what they claimed.  They have this in their pocket.  That much was evident.  They could care less what impact it has.  Also how long before they sell it to another retirement concern like Brookdale? Oppose. There are many pros and cons, but overall it is NOT worth it. I don’t think the neighborhood is opposed to reasonable development and tax $$.  A smaller development  like at 4600 Marine, bringing younger people into the neighborhood which would up the demand for more local businesses.  The area is declining in retail/dining and this development will not help that at all.

700 Bittersweet Pl The developer told us that there are currently 30 parking spaces being rented by AIC.  If you go to the parking lot and count the cars parked the number you get is is considerably more than 30.  The developer said that the new 

development would only provide 15 spaces available to residents of Bittersweet Place.  Any space which is currently being rented holds a car which would have to be parked on Bittersweet if the lot were closed.  So the developer is 

guaranteeing that the demand for parking on Bittersweet will increase by 15 cars.  But since the true number of cars that park in that lot is much larger tna 30, this means that the demand will increase by much more than 15 cars.  

There is no place for those extra cars.  This is going to make life much worse for every car owner who lives on Bittersweet.

Deal with the obvious parking proble m I do not see any pluses.  But I don't expect a development to provide any pluses.  The disadvantage is that the traffic and parking problems that it will create are *guaranteed* to lower the quality of life for many residients of Bittersweet Place. I would like to see AIC realize its dream.  But I think that can be done without causing us so much damage.  The design could help to address our critical parking issues, insread of making them much worse.

700 BITTERSWEET PL I don't know why they're pretending the 22-story bldg is a recent revision, when it disregards BPN's requests for a building no higher than 15-18 stories Additional parking for Bittersweet neighbors, and/or cancel the entire project disadvantages: added traffic congestion, loss of sunlight, increased ambulance sirens Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

3930 Pine Grove Ave I am concerned that with the amount of elderly people living within that proposed community, there will many safety issues.  Since this proposed building will have a dementia / Alzheimer's wing, the probability of the elderly leaving the premises and causing harm to themselves will be significant. Having the human element of nurses, guards, aides watching over a wing like this cannot guarantee 100% safety.   Even new elderly residents who will be buying or renting in this proposed community will be at risk.  We won't know their health histories and nor will we be able to protect them.  Both inner, outer Lakeshore Drive and Irving Park road are extremely hazardous roadways.   We have people racing down Irving Park drive in early part of the morning.  Considerable accidents happen at that corner of Irving park and inner lakeshore drive.  Overall, the safety factor is not there for the elderly in this proposed community.The change in height for the building must be  lowered.  Balconies on every floor for every single condo / apartment and the building.  Increase the low  income housing  to 50%.  This proposed community should be for people earning up to $150,000.  It should not be for the wealthy.  It will price out all the elderly in this neighborhood.  There needs to be a full grocery store in the development.  A brand name store, not a 7-11 or a circle k or go grocer.  It needs to be an Aldi, Mariannos or Jewel / Osco - affordable.I am suggesting the following: 1. Meet with the current owners and talk to them about building a business incubator for the Muslim community.  2. Help them get loans to renovate the building, 3. Help them with having business leaders create businesses within the community with technology, education, small businesses.  We can do a lot with the current owners and help them and our community achieve a great relationship with an incubator type setting.Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

700 Bittersweet Pl The neighborhood associations were asked to negotiate in good faith by the alderman. It was not reciprocated by the developer.  Both negotiations letter by BPN and TriangleGroup were basically ignored for 7 months and the only 

change to the development was 1 story lower.

I am not convinced that this development is good for the neighborhood.  There is no proof that the area needs this here.  Also, BPN is a historic neighborhood and this development does not fit in to the rest of the neighborhood 

especially on Bittersweet Pl. 

The development will also be taking away parking resources from the area and not providing adequate for its own staff let alone residents of the area it will displace.  

This is clearly a money grab by the developers and the alderman. I am sure he is getting a personal benefit from this as he clearly does not seem to care what his constituents want.

I think that angled parking should be added on the south side of Bittersweet from the AIC driveway east towards marine. It’s not much but the development can loose a few feet of grass for a few additional parking spaces on the 

street.

Increased bus access during rush hours. 

More focus to move traffic to Irving park and marine drive.  There is plenty of room to add circle drives in both areas.

More of an effort to make the tower fit into the historic nature of Bittersweet and all of BPN.

Honestly, I don’t see any pluses to this development. If I really try…. Perhaps this keeps an even larger building from coming in but that’s a real ugly plus.

We already live in a congested area for cars and public transit. This development will only add to that. I also don’t think that more rental properties are needed in the ward or bpn.  If the alderman and developers were truly concerned 

with affordable housing they would work to make people homeowners and offer them services they need to make that happen. I rather see a solution in BPN for houseless folks than more more white people getting rich.

Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

700 West Bittersweet I am concerned about disruption from construction including length of time, blocked street, decreased access to parking spaces on bittersweet  because of no parking zones for construction vehicles, damage to neighboring vintage buildings, damage to street and sidewalks, noise disturbance, and pollution. I am concerned that the promises made about not affecting traffic or parking on bittersweet cannot be informed. I am still concerned about the height of the building. This many floors and number of units will over saturate and overwhelm the neighborhood blocking sunlight and substantially increase traffic and overcrowding cta access at marine and Irving park. I still would like to see reduction in height as I think that is essential for the survival of life on bittersweet. I would recommend diagonal parking spots be incorporated along the south side of bittersweet along the AIC property as is done in other areas of the city. The developers could move the sidewalk slightly into their property and double the amount of street parking along that strip of bittersweet. I don’t believe that would be a big expense but it could make a huge difference. Also consider a circle drive on marine to help with traffic accessing building without using bittersweet. Also perhaps developers could offer acute parking spots like spot hero etc at affordable hourly rates. The only plus is that it will prevent an even taller building from going there. This is a petty sad plus. Disadvantages: reduced sun, increased traffic, overwhelmed cta, reduced street parking, reduced property value for home owners on bittersweet, potential damage to buildings, and irrevocably changing the community feel so vital to Buena Park. Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

600 W. Bittersweet Place I am stringly against this development. It does not adequately address the extreme traffic and parking burden it imposes upon the neighborhood and Bittersweet Place in particular. A glass tower squeezed into the small parking lot is not appropriate for the historic nature of the site nor does it respect separation distances, privacy, and shadowing to the neighboring buildings to the immediate north. Adding north of 500 more people living at the end of a o e way residential street with already overtaxed parking and utilities is not sustainable for the neighborhood and decreases the quality of life for existing residents.Security and privacy fence separating the property from the neighbors to the north and the west. None Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

700 W. Bittersweet Place 2 schools are forced to close because of your project. Now close to a hundred families have to scramble and find new schools for our children elsewhere. There will be a lost of parking spaces from current parking lot and residents on bittersweet will have a hard time finding spots on the street. This project brings nothing beneficial to the current community, only headaches and traffic. No pluses. Only disadvantages. This project is forcing Parkview Montessori school to close, also lose or current parking lot, blocking some sun for bittersweet, extra traffic, etc… Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

4100 n sheridan rd No questions. No changes. Infill of a parking lot allows for higher density, more tax income, diverse demographics, housing for aging population, renovation and investment in Immaculata. Support. There are many pros and cons, but overall it is worth it.

4170 N Marine none none use of old building / housing for seniors.  no disadvantages. Strongly Support. It is a clear benefit to this community.

4170 N Marine Drive none none current property condition is dismal--this is a great way to revamp, keep historic elements and provide services for seniors in our neighborhood Strongly Support. It is a clear benefit to this community.

700 W Bittersweet There were a lot of promises which I don’t think the company is going to keep during the building process and after. 

In my building for instance there are over 10 retired residents who are still driving owned cars and park in the building. So having older people living in the area is going to increase congestion 

In this area which is already congested. Also the area already has enough buildings to accommodate older people    The place that I chose to live in is not going to be convenient to keep on  living in because of the changes that the 

new building is going to introduce

Build town homes in the parking rather than a high rise. Congestion lacks of parking and more noise Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

3660 N Lake Shore Dr I have watched sculpting of this proposal for a long time; it's an important and crowded site with a wonderful historic building as its centerpiece.  I do agree that adding a building targeted to older people in which the bulk of the residents have flexibility in their times of transport, even if it is by car, is a good solution to the population increase.  The easy access to public transportation at that corner also is a plus; the city will need to assure that the access truly is easy and safe.  Whether the actual Immaculata building works in concert with the tower so that the whole plan is as density neutral as possible will depend a lot on the site circulation effectiveness.There actually has been a lot of plan alteration since the first versions.  As I live four blocks away, I defer to those closer on these details. Plus--A quality facility for seniors who want to age in the neighborhood; preservation of the Immaculata buildings; tax base for the city; 20% affordable housing in a nice development.  Disadvantage--TRAFFIC.  It will be up to the city to take on responsibility for doing whatever can be done in the neighborhood to minimize those effects.Support. There are many pros and cons, but overall it is worth it.

600 W. Irving Park Road Everyone at the meeting opposed this development. The development will significantly diminish the value of our homes. Construction will bring unit sales on our buildings to a halt. Traffic congestion will be overwhelming. There is plenty of senior housing in the area already. Fire equipment will have limited access to parts of the building. Supermarkets, doctors, dentists, physical therapists, restaurants, lawyers, stock brokers, churches and temples and all things that seniors routinely use will only be accessible by bus.  Whatever the various landmark certifiers say, sticking brickwork at the bottom of the building does not sufficiently blend a skyscraper with Barry Byrne's original buildings. It is the equivalent of the atrocious addition to Soldier Field. You could simply convert the present buildings to senior apartments and town homes. This is an exercise in pure greed. There are none. Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

600 W. Bittersweet Place There is not enough space in the plot of land for the proposed development.  The increase in residents, traffic and noise would severely impact the quality of life for the current surrounding residents. If there are no further changes or reduction in the height of the buildings, we would like the development to be withdrawn for consideration. There is no hard evidence this type of living arrangement is needed or wanted.  There are so many disadvantages:  increased people, cars, noise, security concerns.  The current residents on Bittersweet and in the Paddington would be disturbed at odd hours with shift changes of workers and activity in the parking garbage.  The overall scope of the project is not reasonable in the planned area.  Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

700 West Bittersweet Place Mr. Acosta, I am strongly opposed to this development.  To high.  The height allows for the higher capacity/strains across the board.... increase of traffic, increase of trucks (food deliveries, service), increase of sewage, wear and tear on all of our shared city elements.  

The proposal is grossly underestimating the amount of potential residents who will want to have cars.  
Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful. Please be sure to share the zoning committee meeting date.  Thank you for all of your efforts.  

3930 North Pine Grove Avenue I was impressed by the 75 or so in attendance. I would have liked to hear from the AIC president what other offers were entertained other than the senior care center. Almost any other offer would have been an improvement. I can't accept that the height is now a given. Even at 22 stories, it's still too high for such a congested site. We were boondoggled into believing the height was actually lowered due to our concerns rather than what was planned all along.I see NO pluses for the community.  I have many negatives, however:

1) When first presented by the Alderman, it was "a senior living high-rise with other apartments located within the historical buildings surrounding it".  No mention of assisted living and memory care components.

2) We don't need another senior assisted living facility in this neighborhood. There are several options in close proximity.

3) 20% low-income housing will present a threat to security and safety.

4)Traffic patterns which are already over burdensome will only get worse on Irving Park, esp when the Cubs are in town. Additionally, the shifts of medical personnel being changed to off-peak hours is a sham.  Nursing shifts have 

always been 7a-3p, 3p-11p, and 11p-7a.

5) The design of the tower does not match any surrounding high-rise buildings.  It will look out of place.  Furthermore, it poses a substantial threat to residential and migratory birds' safety as they fly into the glass windows with the 

proximity to the lake.

6) The number of parking spaces are not enough in ratio to how many units are proposed.  Neighboring residents will lose access to parking.

7) Construction of this project could damage existing infrastructures as was expressed in the May 4th meeting.  The Pattington and the flats on Bittersweet are at risk for grave damage due to vibration.

8) Emergency vehicles will have obstructed access to the project, especially if traffic is backed up on Bittersweet heading east.  The archway off Marine Dr. is too low for large trucks. Also, a large hook and ladder truck would not 

Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

700 W Bittersweet PL Concerned about Noise, Dust, Traffic Control, and contractor parking Looks great.  I'm for it! Pluses:  Progress,  needed housing, improvement to the neighborhood! Minus: the constructing period.  Strongly Support. It is a clear benefit to this community.

700 w. bittersweet pl I don't approve of the high rise. Lots of concerns about life on Bittersweet during construction and after. Remove the high rise component.  No need for additional senior living in this immediate area. It would be great if the landmarked buildings could be rehabbed and occupied. The rest of the project does not offer any pluses. Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

600 West Bittersweet Place We are the closest residence to the development sight so will be greatly impacted in so may ways

1. Loss of Light/Sun

645 West Bittersweet Place, will be directly affected by loss of light, all the windows for this three flat are on the east side of the building and currently overlook the school carpark, with no buildings directly in front of them. With this 

proposal these windows will be blocked by the 27 story building. To the back the windows will be blocked by the 5/6 story building reducing the light significantly. They will be in almost permanent shade due to the shadow of these 

buildings. In addition 645, 649, 653 and 657 also lose all the sunshine they have now as they will be facing a minimum 5/6 story building no more than about 12 feet away. Other homes on the north side of the street will be in the 

shadow of the high rise for much of the day.

2. Traffic

Congestion and lack of parking is a big issue already and will only get worse with the project. Bittersweet is a busy street most of the time, being one way and with both sides of the street used for permit parking. It is impossible 

most days to find parking and many residents pay the school for parking. Traffic gets stopped for garbage trucks, deliveries, ubers, moving trucks, emergency vehiches etc on a hourly basis. It we add in the additional traffic this 

proposed construction will bring this will place a heavy burden on the street and access for residents. I’m not even sure if Bittersweet is even wide enough for such deliveries but no matter what, the construction phase will be a 

nightmare for residents. Even though the developer has said this will not be a main thoroughfare in reality this will happen.

During construction there would be many large trucks removing debris when the foundation of the high rise is being excavated.The cement trucks will be next and it is possible that they will be stacked on Bittersweet waiting to 

deliver the cement. I believe this is a “just in time” job. Next will be trucks delivering bricks, steel and glass for the high rise tower and lets not forget the cranes needed during construction.

We have three parking spots at the front of 645 West Bittersweet. This part of the street is regularly blocked either by parked cars or a line of

traffic blocking the entrance and limiting our access. I see this only getting worse with deliveries and contractors trying to find parking.

When construction is complete traffic will be impacted by the activity of the new residences will bring. The statement that many of the residents will not have cars and 50% of workers will use public transport is inaccurate. While 

some seniors may not have cars, there will be an influx of staff, visitors, ambulances, taxis, deliveries, maintenance vehicles, medical and emergency vehicles, ride shares and Ubers all using the main entrance on Bittersweet. 

3. Impact during Construction

As 645 West Bittersweet Place is directly located next to the proposed development sight we will be directly impacted by major noise, dust and vibration issues for the total period of construction. Our home will be filthy and the 

continual noise and vibration will drive us crazy. It will also be impossible to use our decks during this period due to the dust and lack of privacy. This is a major environmental issue. Has the Developer or Alderman thought of how 

we would be compensated for this awful situation? We have asked for a timeline for the project, and have been given no real indication as to what this will be and at the meetings the question was just ignored.

 4. “How will this improve our neighborhood and our lives”.

In the community meetings this question was asked and was not answered adequately by any party. The developer is of the opinion that our homes could increase in value. This is hard to see, when we will have no light coming into 

our condos, the 5 story building will be 12 feet away from our deck blocking light and the terraces and garden over looking our deck so there will be no privacy.

There is to be a public footpath adjacent to our lot line which means we will also have a steady pedestrian traffic passing by the length of the building. This will be an invasion of privacy and an safety/security issue. The developer 

says there will be security cameras this will not help us feel more secure and our personal space that we have now will be lost.

Removing any entrance to the development from West Bittersweet place. The developer to consider purchasing our three flat to give more space to the other residential properties on Bittersweet and create some open space. I do not think we need this kind of development in our area. It is such an attractive residential area with a community that respects the history. I think the disadvantages out weigh the advantages and that to the developer it is a money generating project as most things are these days with no consideration for the community and surrounding area.Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

600 Buena Ave I would like clarity on likely congestion and traffic management I look forward to seeing that key corner of Buena Park animated. I think adding Senior housing is good. I worry about the density Support. There are many pros and cons, but overall it is worth it.

4300 N Marine Drive It's hard to believe the estimates of how this is going to effect traffic especially during baseball season Oppose. There are many pros and cons, but overall it is NOT worth it.

4100 N Kenmore Avenue I have been involved previously but was unable to attend on May 4th.  No questions at this time. Better transportation and travel routes in the area.  During construction and permanently afterward. Neutral. I see the pros and cons, and am neither supportive or opposed to this proposal.

700 Bittersweet Pl My main concern is about the height of the proposed tower.  The developer has done virtually nothing in response to the negotiation letters sent to him by Buena Park Neighbors and the Triangle Neighborhood Coalition, both of which asked that the height be limited to either 10 or 15 stories.  This reasonable request was completely ignored.  If this project is allowed to proceed as planned, the site will be an architectural mishmash consisting of the 100-year-old landmarked school building, the mid-century buildings and a modern 22-story glass and steel tower.  It's hard to imagine how anyone thought this would be a good idea.The height of the tower needs to be lowered.  It will literally stick out like a sore thumb on the north side of Irving Park.  Also see my above comments. As currently planned, this development only harms the community and will pretty much ruin the current charm of Bittersweet thanks to an increase in traffic, noise and denser population.  It could be done to truly benefit the neighborhood, but all suggestions to that effect to the developer have fallen on deaf ears.  Rolando Acosta even admitted at one community meeting that the revenue from the senior tower was needed in order to rehab the school.  That flies in the face of the developer's "studies" supposedly showing that more senior housing is needed in this area.  There is no such need and he knows it.  It's all about the $$.Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

3660 N LAKE SHORE DRIVE Site circulation in and around the development is my only real concern. None Makes the neighborhood more dense is a negative. Saving the Immaculata buildings is a positive. Support. There are many pros and cons, but overall it is worth it.

600 W. Bittersweet Pl. At issue is whether the development project as proposed – the conversion of the existing landmarked American Islamic College/Immaculata High School buildings into 245 rental units and the construction of a 22-story glass 192 

unit senior living community in the AIC parking lot – is appropriate for this community. In a quiet, stable neighborhood in this corner of Buena Park, the addition of so many residents, with attendant staff, vendors and visitors will 

increase traffic and noise in the neighborhood and overload already crowded CTA bus services in the ward beyond what's tolerable. The senior living tower, wedged into the AIC parking lot, is wholly out of character for the 

neighborhood, in location, design and use; and there is no documented need nor data supporting demand for a high-rise senior living community in this neighborhood in this parking lot. The tower will infringe on the properties 

(1) The developer must, at a minimum, install permanent fencing along the property lines of the surrounding properties (The Pattington, 645-657 W. Bittersweet) to provide security and privacy to those residents. (2) The 'senior amenities' blocks should be relocated to 20 feet from the property lines of 645-53 W. Bittersweet. The 5- and 6-story blocks, whose purpose has never been explained and are proposed at only 12 feet away, will loom over those 3-story buildings, keeping the lower units in day-long shadows; and the terraces on top of the blocks, only 2 to 3 stories higher than the buildings and open porches at 645-653 W. Bittersweet, will infringe on the privacy of the residents and their use and enjoyment of their property and porches.This project as proposed – the repurposing of the AIC into 245 rental units and the construction of a 22-story glass tower with 192 units for seniors in the parking lot of the landmarked buildings – creates few, if any, 'pluses' for the community. There is no demonstrated need for the senior living tower; there are no data or studies supporting the developer's claims of a need or a demand for a new, high-rise senior living facility in this neighborhood in this parking lot nor of any tangible benefit for the community. The disadvantages, however, are many. The addition of 437 residential units in the 3.3 acres site, with related staff, vendors, and visitors on the property in the middle of a quiet, stable residential neighborhood will increase traffic and noise in an already congested area. Reliance on public transportation by the additional residents will, by necessity, overload already strained CTA bus services throughout the ward. The senior tower will block light for surrounding buildings for most of the dStrongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

4300 N. Marine Dr. This corner is already very dense, with backed up traffic. The height and design of the development is not compatible with this important Prairie School landmark building Height and aesthetics in addition to traffic congestion are my concerns. same as above Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

3930 N. Pine Grove Ave. I have serious concerns about the adverse impact on traffic, not only egress and ingress onto and off LSD at Irving Park, but of Traffic on Bittersweet - a small residential one-way street that will have to bear ongoing traffic to and from the Senior Center.  Traffic at Irving Park is already heavily congested most of the time, and worse on Cubs games, concerts and city events in the Park.  Add to that the sound of ambulances attempting to head up Irving Park to get to Thorek.  The impact on traffic this project will have will further delay City bus routes and effect all of Buena Park and East Lakeview.  Finally, with only 118 parking spaces for 437 units, more people will be looking for on-street parking which is already at capacity for this neighborhood before this proposed project.The greatest bone of contention for residents in the immediate vicinity of the development is the 23 story high rise.  In an attempt to negotiate with the developer, Triangle Group offered a reduction to 10 stories to be aesthetically in line with the Landmark buildings  surrounding Immaculata.   BPN offered 10-15 stories.  The Developer refused to negotiate, and insisted on keeping the projected height to 23 stories.  There are no aesthetics that would change wedging a monstrous 23 story glass abs steel high rise between 5-6 story Landmark buildings.The only people benefitting from this project are the developer and the investors.  This neighborhood does not need another Senior Center, as there are at least (8) other Senior Living Facilities within a 2 mile radius of this proposed project.  There is absolutely no benefit to this neighborhood.  Rather, this development poses a real disadvantage by increasing already congested traffic at this immediate location, and forcing many of its proposed residents and staff to find on-street parking which takes away what little on street parking is available for the thousands of people who live here.Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

4250 N. Marine Dr. I enjoyed the presentation.  I have no questions or concerns. I am fine with the project as discussed. This is a benefit for the community because it creates housing opportunities for seniors. Strongly Support. It is a clear benefit to this community.

700 W Bittersweet Place I believe that the project remains unnecessary and detrimental to the community. For the existing members of the community, it will add density to a location that has benefited from not being overly dense. It will add to an already congested area and seems genuinely unnecessary given other resources within the vicinity of the building. Also the lack of communication for many months and weeks with the development team gives me pause as to how they will handle the relationship with the existing members of the communities and neighboring buildings during the construction process. It makes me very cautious and nervous that they will remain unreachable and continue  to operate only on their own terms when issues arise. There has been very little information or assurances about the construction process itself which will have a major impact on this quiet, narrow, busy street of bittersweet. And there seems to be a little concern for the smaller buildings that will be most immediately impacted by it. They are essentiBetter communication and more genuine acknowledgment that this project is a major change to this neighborhood. I feel up to this point that most of that has gone on acknowledged. And I still don’t see how this project benefits people who are already living in this neighborhood. For those reasons I still am and remain opposed to this project.I believe it thoroughly covered the disadvantages of poses. I do Believe the site is due for a Restoration but not at the expense of the construction of this building. Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

4170 N. Marine Drive None Improve the "green space" around the building and property. It will improve the the overall aesthetics of the intersection. Support. There are many pros and cons, but overall it is worth it.

600 W Bittersweet Place Rolando knows, but this will cause traffic, traffic study was conducted during COVID, it adds NOTHING to the community, takes away parking, will take away from quaintness of Buena Park, will BLOCK Bittersweet, will cause a disturbance to the neighborhood during construction I Strongly oppose building. Move the buildings further from the 3;flats it backs up to. Add retail or a restaurant on the bottom level No pluses. Already listed negatives in previous question Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

900 Gordon Terrrace Parking, to0 dense. Area does not. have to approve anything. I. live near an assisted living facility and they are a nuisance.  Traffic, and mentally disturbed people. Keep. the building as is Traffic and parking are going to be a mess. Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

4170 N. Marine Drive I didn’t attend the meeting but read about the revised proposal. This proposal would clean up the existing historic building and grounds, which are not being well-maintained. Support. There are many pros and cons, but overall it is worth it.

4000 N Clarendon Ave Parking and traffic on one way street More underground parking None Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

655 W. irving Park There is too much traffic to begin with that you want to add to it. Also, the aesthetics are incorrect. On that side of the street it is all low-rise buildings and should remain as such. persons always use jobs as a means of selling new proposals and it is just not worth it. The parking on both sides of the street from Marine Dr. to Sheridan Rd. should be eliminated anyway due to traffic congestion in the high traffic times. And the idea that you're trying to sell senior living as part of the proposal, it is not an assisted living building and should not even be considered. There are places for senior living that are more accommodating than in that building. Seniors have lived in this area just fine without anything extra that they will not receive anyway. No to this proposal.The aesthetics are extremely important. Any new construction should equal it's surroundings. There are no pluses with this proposal other than for the developers. No matter how you show the numbers, the traffic increase is inevitable and that means no improvement. The only way there can be improvement is jobs, no traffic increase.Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

600 W Bittersweet Place This project is being driving by supply side (developer) vs. demand side (actual need for the product in the market/neighborhood.  Rolando, while I'm sure a nice guy, keeps selling the same message.  The strong community pushback to this project should be a clear message a different development for this site needs to be pursued. This may or may not involve Rolando and the developer. The first is a different development of this site that does not include a tower.  The second would be 30 secured parking spots for Bittersweet residence. The pluses of this project are for the developer, not the neighborhood/community.  The disadvantages for the community have been listed many times.  Investments are gauged as accretive (good for the community) or dilutive (bad for the community).  This project is dilutive to the community (no added value and additional strain on existing resources). Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

700 West Buena Avenue Cost of apartments, gentrification, more affordable housing is needed More garden/green space Possibly could contribute to gentrification depending on price of housing Neutral. I see the pros and cons, and am neither supportive or opposed to this proposal.

700 W Bittersweet Pl I do not feel like the development team has presented in a straightforward manner at any point in this process. They have not treated the neighborhood with respect and have not answered questions in a timely or polite manner. I do not like the idea of this building being put up in, basically, my back yard, but I especially disliked the manner in which the development team and their attorney has dismissed and casually misled during conversations during this entire process. It makes me not trust them and not trust that, once the building is up, there will be any concern for the neighborhood or community. Ideally, I would like the building to not be built....considering it is basically taking up the entire lot, if they are not changing anything about the height or aesthetic, it doesn't feel like any changes would be able to make this an improvement to the community. no pluses that I can see for the community, disadvantages include added traffic/congestion, more difficulty parking on the street, 2 or more terrible years of construction noise/dust/vehicle congestion, cutting out sunlight from most of the bittersweet buildings and street over the course of the day.Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

4200 N Marine Drive Although the developer is meeting city criteria, I still feel there are not enough parking spaces allotted for the development. There should be one spot per unit. Also - Where will retirement home visitors park? Keep in mind visitors from the suburbs are used to convenient parking. Insufficient parking is an area where Alderman Cappleman should advocate for residents in his ward and I am not sure why he does not do so.Parking, parking, parking. More parking spaces. Developers do not understand this neighborhood and the difficulty for visitors to park. Also, allow neighborhood use of the gym. Advantages: Beautification of the school building, well kept lawn and outside premises; possibly get rid of homeless encampment on Irving and Marine; public use of the auditorium and gymnasium. Disadvantages: taking street parking in neighborhood; more traffic.Neutral. I see the pros and cons, and am neither supportive or opposed to this proposal.

600 W. BITTERSWEET Place I am adamantly opposed to the proposed development. 

Construction of a twenty-two story tower in the parking lot will destroy the character of the landmark building and its 'significant historical and architectural features'. The proposed development is counter to the spirit of the Chicago 

Landmarks initiative, and work of the Commission of Chicago Landmarks.

The traffic study conducted by KLOA, Inc. reads as a fantasy to any long-time resident of W. Bittersweet Place, which is already extremely difficult to park on, even with a parking permit, and congested during rush hour and Cubs 

games. The influx of ambulances, other emergency vehicles, visitors, and service providers of all kinds required to support the senior living facility will ruin the character of our residential, one-way street. 

Does KLOA, Inc. represent the City of Chicago, or were they merely solicited and paid by the developer? I have not been able to get a clear answer to this question. 

The sewage resulting from the proposed development is a major concern, and has not been adequately addressed.

Our unit at 653 W Bittersweet Place is literally right on top of the current playground and parking lot. We have not been presented with anything more than a vague plan for the playground space, which looks to be some sort of public 

area for residents of the apartments and senior tower to use at any and all times. 

We have been given no plan for a structure/fence/protection to separate our back deck from the new development. I can't stress enough how VERY CLOSE  the properties are to each other. This will seriously and negatively impact 

the quality of our everyday life. 

The development cannot be allowed to move forward. It creates absolutely no 'pluses' for the community. 

Obviously another 'disadvantage' of the development is the construction itself, which will diminish our quality of life, and threaten the integrity of our property. 

Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

700 W Bittersweet Pl This will block a large amount of the view for the 708 building, would we be able to have access to the roof? And are they going to have visitor parking? Seniors have visitors all the time so it seems like this is going in have a massive increase in street parking, when there's already too many cars trying to find parking nowTheir own visitor parking, and an exit on the either Marine Dr or Irving Park It adds way more congestion to an already congested place Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

700 W Bittersweet Pl The influx of through-traffic on Bittersweet Place would be unsafe to the residents living on Bittersweet Place.  Already, too many drivers use BP as a cut-through to Marine Drive to access LSD.  There would be an increase of ambulance traffic.  Additionally, there is a lot of temporary traffic with parents picking up their children from the Walt Disney Magnet School on Marine Drive.  Overall, this project would be detrimental to the residents and the quiet street we live on.Bittersweet Place is a relatively quiet street and this development would increase traffic and pedestrial flow and there would be a significant of sidewalk traffic and the noise levels would greatly increase.  This is not a good idea! Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

3930 N Pine Grove Why this location for this building? The question has been asked but I've not heard a satisfactory answer as to why this development is being shoe-horned into this tiny parcel of land when other locations are available. Not design related but feel it's important as to why this is a poor location for this development - Post-pandemic traffic studies that include projections for the added traffic from the recently approved building in front of the New York as well as the added traffic during a successful Cubs season. The presentation of the historic Immaculata building is the only plus. But feel there were other ways that preservation could have been accomplished. The disadvantages are numerous. A few being: added density to a very dense area; added traffic; and increased shade. Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

4170 n marine chicago I am opposed to this development because of traffic issues, congestion and not sufficient need. Opposed!tr Traffic  and congestion! Oppose. There are many pros and cons, but overall it is NOT worth it.

700 W Bittersweet Place I feel this project is not a benefit to the community, I am strongly opposed to it. I live on Bittersweet and it is a very small congested street already this will add a large amount of traffic and parking we just do not need nor can we handle, Irving Park has been congested terribly for the last several months and getting down it in the evening is a chore, again, more high rises are NOT what is needed in this area period.I guess nothing, I have lived on Bittersweet for 20 years and am very disappointed in this project. no pluses in my opinion, the disadvantage are more traffic and congestion which is not needed, the resources are already pushed to the maximum. They need to look at traffic patterns, they changed the flow off Clarendon and it take sometimes 5-6 lights in the evening to get off at Irving Park, even if there are NO Cubs games, it is terrible. and now 2 more high rises are coming...Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

600 W. Irving Park Rd Added congestion Parking to accommodate the added population + existing needs Creating a well-maintained property vs. the blight we see in the existing site, which hopefully will maintain value in immediate vicinity. That said, the added congestion is a legitimate concern. Support. There are many pros and cons, but overall it is worth it.

600 W Irving Park Road I am very concerned about the added congestion, the exhaust from more cars, the additional back up of cars on Irving Park which is already bad and worse during the summer when CUBS play. I am also concerned about the number of stories which will just add to already obstructed views and distract from the historic landmark status of the existing building and be at odds with the character of the neighborhood. I’m a senior citizen but feel the site needs to be developed for something really important like a school or expanded day care. Education in this country is an embarrassment. Let’s make a space to encourage learning that is so critical to future generations. Sorry. I don’t know what to suggest if it goes forward as proposed. I don’t see any pluses. Disadvantages I listed in prior question. Construction will be a nightmare. Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

700 W BITTERSWEET PL adding too much congestion smaller building I see only negatives Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

600 W Irving Park Road the negative impact on the neighborhood Congestion, changing a historical building, unsightly does ot fit the neighborhood Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

600 W Irving Park Rd None of the 'solutions' offered by the development team take into account the emotional, financial, and physical tolls that will fall upon the neighbors and our neighborhood from this proposed development. This is a straw man question. Developer should move on and abandon plans for this project. There are no pluses for the community. The construction alone will make our lives hell. Dust and dirt, noise, traffic, loss of already limited parking and the damage to adjoining properties. The area already floods during heavy rainstorms because the sewer systems cannot handle the output from the tall buildings that already crowd Irving Park, Marine Drive and Bittersweet. What recourse will there be for owners whose building foundations will be damaged by construction?Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

600 Irving Park Traffic!   During construction are predictions after More parking Lower property values Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

700 W Bittersweet PL Congestion will be an issue .Bittersweet PL is a one way street. It's already busy.I am concerned that with additional traffic including ambulances the street will be overwhelmed. Main entrances on Irving Park RD Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

600 Irving Park Rd I am concerned that reflexive not-in-my-backyard opposition will kill a generally good proposal, which is why I am speaking up in support. none I live at the Pattington, adjacent to this property. I have lived here for 33 years. The Immaculata property should be redeveloped. We are unlikely to see a better proposal. The alternative is the continued deterioration of the existing property.Strongly Support. It is a clear benefit to this community.

600 W Irving Park Rd height. traffic congestion on Irving.  emergency vehicles not able to get down street.  No benefit to neighborhood.  High rent.  Flooding the market with more rentals.  Loss of parking.  Security concerns scrap the project.  Only change the school to townhouses.  Dont put ride share across from 2 of the biggest and busiest buildings on Irving.  No one will be able to turn in or out of the drives. No advantage to neighborhood.  Rents will be unaffordable.  Already have too many rentals in the neighborhood Oppose. There are many pros and cons, but overall it is NOT worth it.

600 W Irving Park Rd I have heard that a reason for this development is the need for additional senior residence accommodations in "our" "ward 46" community. That may or may not be true, but if so, how is our community able to monitor that seniors who take residence in the building are actually from "our" community.As The Pattington Condo on Irving Park Road also accesses and parks cars on Bittersweet, I would like more parking allocated then presently allocated to Bittersweet Street Residents and to include  Pattington Residents. Big disadvantage is more street litter. As non-residents come and go from the complex, they will be like everyone else who parks on Irving Park Road and Bittersweet that empty their cars of trash onto our sidewalk.

I currently walk the area around Irving Park, Bitterweet, Marine and Clarendon and pick up street trash litter.

I would like the developers to turn this development into a community advantage by agreeing to keep all of these streets clean of litter. I think all high-rise developments should share in the responsibility. For me, it is a twice a day 

walk to keep the area clean, so the developers would need to take over this duty.

Also, developers should not allow realtors to place lock boxes on any of the property. Currently, realtors place lock boxes on the fence on Irving Park Road and then abandon the boxes. This has become a huge eye sore.

The high-rises on Irving Park already create a wind tunnel that some days make it impossible to walk the sidewalk. I am afraid what another high-rise will do to Irving Park and to Bittersweet concerning wind.

As I live in a National Registry for Historic buildings, I am deeply concerned about damage to our building during the construction phase.

More sun is going to be blocked from the low rise buildings

600 W. Irving Park Rd., 1.  Disagree with need for senior living assumptions 2. Need some guarantee that vibration and other construction processes will not damage our buildings/foundations both during construction and for such a period of time thereafter as determined by knowledgeable architects. 3. Assumption that wind is not a factor and that it comes only from the southwest is flawed.  Wind is a huge factor here - Irving Park is a major land breeze - sea breeze corridor and compounded by existing high rises.  At times it is difficult to even cross Irving Park.  4. Parking allotments should be revised - assuming that seniors don't need as many cars and/or that proximity to public transportation satisfies the need is an unfair and unwise stereotype.see above points listed. don't see any pluses.  Disadvantages are clearly parking and traffic, but also turning the neighborhood into another cavern adding to the darkness in our homes already caused by the two high rises on Irving.  "Citi-fying" the beautiful historic community. Oppose. There are many pros and cons, but overall it is NOT worth it.

700 W Bittersweet Pl Please note detailed email sent 5/27/2022 from sarahkircher@gmail.com to general@buenaparkneighbors.com (cc: Alderman's team, Alex Wolking) At least 50 parking spots for community residents, detailed traffic study including no Disney parking and post-covid conditions, utility survey. Plus: Financial relief and renovation funds for American Islamic College and Montessori school. Local jobs. Tax revenue (full impact tbd). 

Minus: Please note detailed email sent 5/27/2022 from sarahkircher@gmail.com to general@buenaparkneighbors.com (cc: Alderman's team, Alex Wolking)
Oppose. There are many pros and cons, but overall it is NOT worth it.

600 W Irving Park Road The developer has blown off all community concerns save for a few meaningless tweaks. Some people have expressed concerns about this particular developer,  and I urge Buena Park Neighbors to investigate past practices of the developers with the City of Chicago. To me, their refusal to listen to the concerns of the Triangle Neighborhood Coalition seems to support these concerns.  The community is united in their opposition to this project - why is no one listening?  We welcome the development of the property, but in a way that respects the neighborhood, not giving us the finger. We will be sorely disappointed in Buena Park Neighbors if this ends up getting supported, despite the strong objection of the neighborhood.    I guess you really can't fight City Hall.  But for sure, not enough attention has been paid to the concerns of the community, and there certainly has not been enough(basically none) give and take with the developers.   This proposal is not ready to go forward.   I strongly support the concepts in the letter written by the Triangle Neighborhood Coalition i August 2021 which requested a mixed use building, with commercial and retail space on the ground level, and a building of no more than ten stories.   I also support their contention that there is no need for this senior housing and they need to include at least 150 parking spots to accommodate the residents, workers, and most importantly, the visitors.  I urge ward 44 zoning voting members to come take a look at parking on Bittersweet and Irving and verify on street parking availability is zero.  To build an additional 450+ units in this already congested neighborhood and not include realistic parking is not a viable option for a livable communityThere is no benefit for the community at all - stating people can age in place in the neighborhood is a joke - we can already age in place in the surrounding high rises and our current residences.  The community would benefit with a mixed use, commercial and retail space on the first story of the school campus, as the community proposed but the developer blew off.   This will be a nightmare for Bittersweet neighbors (just go down Bittersweet) and because of the additional and substantial congestion, will contribute to making the area miserable to live in.  Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

600 W Irving Park Road see my submission from 5.27 see my response from 5.27 see my response from 5.27 Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

700 W Bittersweet Pl At the last meeting, someone wisely asked “who really wants this in the community?”, which hasn’t been clearly answered yet. The results from the first survey conducted by BPN weren’t made public, but by discussing with other neighbors and attending both meetings, I can tell that there is huge discontent from the community about this whole project. Some of us in the near vicinity do not see any benefits from it, we see our livelihoods being threatened by the development outcomes, and consequently many properties on the street have been listed for sale.I cannot think of any benefits to the community, most of all, it has not been proven that there is a need for this development in our neighborhood. Many disadvantages, here are some:

- While there were some changes in building access to accommodate better traffic flow, the entrance being on Bittersweet will inevitably increase traffic on the one-way street, which gets easily congested with moving trucks, 

delivery vehicles and even someone parking in the wrong spot for a few minutes. 

- Parking will be impossible on our street, even with resident permits, since the development doesn’t accommodate parking for the amount of apartments that is proposing or their visitors. 15 parking spots for neighbors is not going 

to make any difference, and will be difficult to enforce. 

- Our beautiful sunlight will be blocked by the tower, and it will be for longer than 2 hours opposed to what Mr. Acosta explained.

Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

700 W Bittersweet place My concern is still traffic. As someone who lives on Bittersweet place, I can tell you that people who are trying to avoid the light at Irving Park Road/Clarendon come flying down our street. This is ESPECIALLY problematic during school drop off and pick up at Disney school. Marine Drive is backed up. Clarendon is backed up. On days when our garbage or recycling is picked up, it's even worse. If there is an accident on Lake SHore drive, the 148 bus can be as far backed up as Belle Plaine. I'm concerned that having a new development at the end of the block will only exasperate this problem. We have lots of people walking, dog walkers, kids, and it's already too much for a tiny neighborhood.There are no changes I can offer to the development as it is. I'm glad to see the old high school/AIC get beautified and upgraded. It would be nice to see a historic building repurposed and invested in. I would be glad with that WITHOUT the addition of a tower, however. Oppose. There are many pros and cons, but overall it is NOT worth it.

600 W Irving Park Rd I continue be concerned with parking in the neighborhood, congestion with additional traffic and congestion with emergency vehicles and delivery vehicles.  The developer is also not taking into account visitors!   We also have concerns with infrastructure including sewer.  This proposed building doesn't fit within the aesthetic of the area - dropping a highrise between the landmark school and the landmark Pattington buildings.  The developer has pretended to listen to the concerns of the neighborhood but they have just provided lip service with minor tweaks!STOP the develpment! None Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

600 W Irving Park I think it will not add anything to the neighborhood as there are multiple senior facilities in the area. The traffic congestion will become worse. I am opposed to this use of the space as it only adds to a canyon effect and does nothing to make the neighborhood more vibrant, rather the opposite Don’t do it There are no pluses, as stated before it’s sn un-needed service as there are plenty of elderly care facilities in the area. As rendered it’s an eyesore, and it will only detract from the neighborhood Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.

700 W Buena Developer must follow through on promises made to nearby and adjacent properties to address security and construction impacts. Use bird glass.  Apply state of art energy management technologies to minimize carbon footprint. Expansion of senior living and affordable housing near the lakeshore resources. Strongly Support. It is a clear benefit to this community.

700 W Buena Ave please incorporate "bird glass" in the construction to protect our migratory and local birds. Preservation of a beautiful, historic building and property along Marine Dr., while adding additional housing opportunities. Support. There are many pros and cons, but overall it is worth it. Thank you for the opportunity given to the neighborhood to have their ideas and concerns heard and as much as possible incorporated into the project.

600 W BITTERSWEET PL overloading Bittersweet Pl with noise, traffic Strongly Oppose. It is only harmful.
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Lastly, should the development pass, what factors should BPN consider for a Good Neighbor Agreement? (Please see attached sample to the email)

Effective measures to prevent overcrowding relative to neighborhood traffic and parking.

We should consider not requiring any agreement at all.

The Good Neighbor Agreement is silly.  

N/A

I don’t think a good neighbor agreement will do much at this scale.  Aside from the fact that if they sell within a year or two it would be null and void. I know most in BPN are not affected by this but those who are coupled w the fact it borders directly w ELVN should be given way more consideration than being shoved down our throats which is what it feels like.  

The number Bittersweet residents who currently rent parking from AIC  is much larger than the number of spaces that will be available after this thing is build.  So many people will lose out and be forced to suffer hardship.  There needs to be a fair process for deciding who the lucky few will be that get to rent a place to park after the construction.

No ambulance noise between 9:00 p.m. and 7:00 a.m. No street parking for the residents of this proposed community. Parking should be supplied by the developers on property for both residents and workers.

A good neighbor agreement that states they will in fact not allow residents to use 827 parking permits, direct all traffic to Irving park and marine drive, provide monitoring equipment to the other old buildings ion the block, access to file insurance claims through the development insurance and not through our own condo/homeowners insurance. A guarantee of parking spaces to Bittersweet residents at a discounted rate.

Protection from construction damages, new development not using bittersweet parking permits, accountability to deliver on promises made to the community, parking spots provided to neighborhood residents at low cost, construction nuisance limitations, and consequences if promises to neighborhood are not met. 

Security, privacy, construction restrictions, retriction for residents of new building to obtain residential parking passes.

Reserve 80 parking space for residents on bittersweet at reasonable cost (<$200/month) , reserve some space for retail business and the preschools that currently occupy the space at their current rent.

Greenery, benches and landscaping accessible to the community at large. 

It does not appear to me that the factors in which your neighborhood associations are most interested are necessarily those in the sample, but I understand that the sample is just that.  Signing such an agreement seems to put a lot of power in specific neighborhood associations and one representative.  If this is the kind of document that goes forward, it is IMPERATIVE that all neighbors know which Association represents them and how to be heard by that Association so that the point of contact is truly representative.  I think the inclusion of a mediation protocol is a good idea, although you hopefully will not need it.    

We strongly oppose of this project and so do others, as was demonstrated during the town hall.  Thus, a Good Neighbor Agreement is a moot point.

The employees, visitors, or anyone associated with the development can NOT park on Bittersweet.  No permits will EVER in years to come be issued to them.  

I have no answer

Seems comprehensive and complete. 

It would too  late for a good neighbor agreement to address my concerns re: traffic, shadows, wind.  It might be helpful for parking, but I am not impacted by that.

A defined timeline for the project

Regular communication and updates on timing and project milestones

Community input on fences gardens and green spaces

Parking facilities for local residents

Community security committee to look at the impact of security on our residential area

A commitment to keep our buildings and area clean and offer some assistance to those residents very close to the development who will be most affected by dust, vibration and noise.

A commitment to environmental issues

Require more off street parking

How will this affect the houseless individuals who live nearby?  Hopefully they are not compromised nor discarded.

Hopefully it won't pass and this will be a moot point.

I think each of the neighborhood associations should have a liaison, not just one for them combined.

IF the Ward Zoning & Development Committee approves the project, a Good Neighbor Agreement must, at a minimum, memorialize the many promises, representations, and assurances the developer and its attorney have made to residents throughout this process. Specifically, any GNA must cover construction-related and post-construction issues concerning: installation of fencing around the property; traffic patterns and parking limitations for construction equipment, workers, subcontractors, residents, staff and vendors; installation of equipment to monitor vibrations from drilling and the effect on surrounding buildings; coverage by the developer's insurance policy to repair any damage to surrounding buildings resulting from vibration damage; steps to minimize and mitigate dust and debris on surrounding properties from construction activities; protection of utilities and utility poles serving adjacent buildings; access to the auditorium for use by members of the Buena Park community; the number of allotted parking spa

BPN should consider finding alternative off street parking to accommodate the residents, staff and visitors of this project.  BPN should also consider other streets like inner LSD for egress and ingress to the Senior Living high rise.  

I do not have any thoughts one way or another.

The developer should be held accountable for the promises that they’ve made the community and they are reasonable in their communication and that there should be some sort of due process or way of holding them accountable. They should be able to provide us information of how they will handle concerns with regards the construction and that once the building is up any concerns that arise out of the new building. So anything that they promised us now they should be held accountable for moving forward. For example if they say that the people in the building do not get parking passes for bittersweet which, to be clear, if they did receive parking passes it would create an awful mess for all the neighbors or living there currently, then the developers should be held accountable for making sure that promises kept. 

Maintain a clean, safe work site during the construction process.

The 3 flats that back up the the development should have first dibs at parking as well as secure our lots with a fence, have insurance specifically for the buildings on the perimeter

ken_gasper9@yahoo.com

The developement should not pass. It will bring more harm than good.

1.	BPN and Residents will designate one (1) lead contact person ('Residents' Contact Person') who will be responsible for communicating with Developer on behalf of Residents and Surrounding Buildings regarding the 

following items of cooperation. Residents' Contact Person may designate another Resident as an assistant or alternate Contact Person and shall notify Developer of the identity of that person.

Construction-Related Issues:

2.	In consultation with Residents' Contact Person and Surrounding Buildings concerning location and design,  Developer shall install continuous fencing along the west property line adjacent to The Pattington, along the north 

property line adjacent to 645, 649, 653 and 655-657 W. Bittersweet Place, and along the west property line adjacent to 645 W. Bittersweet Place.  Fencing shall be at least 6 feet high and designed to provide both privacy and 

security. New fencing shall be installed and completed within three (3) days of removing the existing fencing, or temporary security fencing shall be provided.  

3.	In constructing the senior living tower in the parking lot of AIC, caissons shall be drilled. Sheet piling of caissons shall not be used or permitted. 

4.	The Developer shall provide, at no cost to Residents or Surrounding Buildings, ground vibration monitoring for Surrounding Buildings, specifically 645-657 W. Bittersweet Place and The Pattington. Such vibration monitoring 

shall follow construction industry practices and shall include a pre-construction inspection, monthly interim inspections, and a post-construction inspection of the identified surrounding buildings.  

5.	The Developer will halt work, when notified in a timely manner by Residents' Contact Person, to address vibrations in excess of an acceptable level and to mitigate damage.

6.	Developer shall take all necessary steps to guarantee that its insurance policy (or policies) will cover and pay for repairs of any damage to Surrounding Buildings due to construction, including damage that occurs in the future 

as a result of settling of the senior living tower.  The Developer shall bear all costs for repair to Surrounding Buildings or their property damaged by construction-related activities in a timely manner, without requiring Residents to 

initiate legal action. The Residents and Surrounding Buildings maintain the right to pursue legal action, if required.

7.	The Developer shall provide Residents' Contact Person with the name and phone number of the General Contractor ('GC') construction team member who can be contacted with concerns, questions or complaints during the 

construction phase. Should the GC contact person's name or telephone number change, the updated information shall be provided to Residents' Contact Person.

8.	The Developer agrees that construction work shall be done on Monday-Friday and start no earlier than ___ am and shall finish no later than ___pm.

9.	Construction and construction-related vehicles, including private vehicles of workers and suppliers shall not park, idle or stand on W. Bittersweet Place at any time.

10.	All vehicular access to the site during construction which can fit through the existing Marine Drive entrance shall use only the Marine Drive entrance.  Vehicles using the Marine Drive entrance shall not drive down W. 

Bittersweet Place to access the Marine Drive entrance.

11.	Vehicle access to the site during construction using the existing W. Bittersweet Place entrance shall be limited to only vehicles which are too large to fit through the Marine Drive entrance.

12.	Through-traffic flow on W. Bittersweet Place must be maintained at all times during construction from Clarendon Street to Marine Drive. W. Bittersweet Place shall not be partially or fully closed or blocked to through-traffic 

due to construction-related activities throughout the construction period.

13.	No existing legal parking spots on W. Bittersweet Place shall be blocked off or rendered unusable due to construction-related activities or materials.

14.	Construction workers, including employees of the GC, all subcontractors, vendors and suppliers, shall be informed that they are not be allowed to park on W. Bittersweet Place.

15.	Construction debris and other debris originating from construction work or workers shall not be allowed on neighboring properties. GC shall regularly monitor and remove any such debris which may find its way onto the 

property of Surrounding Buildings.

16.	GC shall provide measures to minimize dust and wind-blown dirt from construction activities from impacting Surrounding Buildings and their property. GC shall provide, at no cost to Residents of Surrounding Buildings, 

washing down of windows, buildings or decks adversely affected by construction-related dust and wind-blown dirt.

17.	The utility poles along the north property line adjacent to the 645-653 W. Bittersweet properties, which provide cable, internet, electric and telephone service, shall be protected throughout construction. Construction related 

activities shall not interrupt any service to the neighboring properties provided by these utility poles.

18.	Connections to existing utilities on W. Bittersweet Place (including sewer, water, and electrical) serving its residents shall be avoided. If such new connections must be made, Developer shall provide engineering analysis to 

Residents' Contact Person showing that such new connections shall have no adverse impact on the Residents or Surrounding Buildings.

19.	Any felling of existing trees on the AIC/Immaculata property shall be done by a professional tree removal company. Trees shall be felled away from Surrounding Buildings.

20.	Portable toilet facilities used during construction shall not be located within 150 feet of the property lines of Surrounding Buildings nor shall the portable toilet facilities be visible from the street.

Operation of Completed Developments:

21.	The Developer/Owner shall provide Residents' Contact Person with the shift hours for staff assigned to the apartment buildings in the AIC/Immaculata buildings and to the senior living tower and with the number of staff 

assigned to each shift.

assurances that older buildings will not be damaged during the construction phase, bittersweet should stay a one way street and as permit only parking.

Ensure the "off rush hour" staff scheduling remains in place.

IF the Ward Zoning & Development Committee approves the project, a Good Neighbor Agreement must, at a minimum, memorialize the many promises, representations, and assurances the developer and its attorney have made to residents throughout this process. Specifically, any GNA must cover construction-related and post-construction issues concerning: installation of fencing around the property; traffic patterns and parking limitations for construction equipment, workers, subcontractors, residents, staff and vendors; installation of equipment to monitor vibrations from drilling and the effect on surrounding buildings; coverage by the developer's insurance policy to repair any damage to surrounding buildings resulting from vibration damage; steps to minimize and mitigate dust and debris on surrounding properties from construction activities; protection of utilities and utility poles serving adjacent buildings; access to the auditorium for use by members of the Buena Park community; the number of allotted parking spa

If passed, make the best of it.

Pay for the ongoing damage that is certain to occur to adjacent buildings in the coming years. Set up a fund that will reimburse for the lost property values we will have to deal with for years to come.

mrbobchgo@rcn.com

yes.  need assurances with damages to neighboring buildings and pain and suffering during and after construction.  I'm afraid this will be a bait and switch.  The promises or reassurances now will change after the project is approved as is

Could not find the example - link sent to proposal presentation.

trucks of construction crews should be mandated to park on the developers campus - not take up already scarce parking in the neighborhood  --  ride share drivers, of which the demand will be substantial, will back up Irving going east as they try to turn into the designated spots.   

did not see a sample 

The link didn’t work to see the sample good neighbor agreement.

However, I just hope that our Ward can advocate for our community and that the Alderman, even if he is not running for next term, enforces whatever agreement benefits the people of Buena Park and not a group of developers and 

business partners.

Absolutely. There should absolutely be a good neighbor agreement in place. And I hope that if there is, it will be respected.

You should specifically be answering the people in the buildings most directly impacted.

Monitor actual traffic and parking impacts and commit to corrective mitigating efforts if actual impacts exceed projections.

Use of the common facility for BP events, classes and activities for all ages.
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